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MASS TRANSFER OPERATIONS-I

(Graph sheet should be issued)

(Maximum Marks : 100) Time : 3 Hrs

PART-A

t Ansrler all gustions in one or two sentences. Each qlestion carries 2 marks

1 State Henr/s law.
2 Define molalhumidity.
3 ldehtifo the dryer for drying granular materials. -

4 State Raoult's law.
5 List anytwo industrial applications of distillation. (5x2=10)

PART-B

(Maximum rharks:3O)

tl Answer any fiire of the following questions. Each question

carries 6 marh
1 Enurnerate the adsorbents commonly used in cheimical

industry.
Z Summarisei the classifications of the packing materials used in

packed beds.

3 Explain theworking of atmospheric type cooling towers

4 Draw the nept {iag1a,ry -qf ;pray $rigr and mark its parts.

5' Ust the industrial applications of drying.

6 Derive Rayteigh's equatioh.
7 lllustnte theflash distillation-

[5X5=3O]
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PART - C

Maximum marks:60

(Answer one full question from each unit' Each full question

carries 15 marks)

UNIT.I

lll (a) Explain the constructional details and working of packed 9

colum n '
(b) List the desirable characteristics of an adsorbent' b

OR

lV (a) Summarise the factors to be considered for the selection of 8

solvents in gas absorPtion'
(b) Ammonia from ammonia air miKure is to be absorbed in an 7

abiorption tower using water as solvent' Data for absorption

sYstem is as follows

Air flow rate =300K9/hr
Liquid Phase comPositions:

At the top of packing = 0'000015K9 NHa/KgHzo

At the bottom of packing = 0'0008Kg NH31KgH2o

Gas Phase comPositions:

At the bottom of the packing = 0'0095KgNH3/Kg inert gas

At the top of packing = 0'00055KgNH/Kg inert gas

Compute the flow rate of water entering the absorption

tower' 
uNlr-ll

V (a) Explain the constructional details and working of cross flow 7

ind uced draft cooling towers.

(b) A sample of hydrogen at 20 o C and 1-01'325 KPa pressure 8

contains CS2 vapour ,such that its dew point is 0' C' calculate

(1) Molal humidity (2)Absolute humi{ity (3) Relative humidity

and {4)Percentage humiditY
Data given

vapour pressure of CSz at 00c =16'95KN/m'
vapour pressure of CSz at 200C=23.33KN/m2
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Vl (a) lf the atmosphere in the afternoon during a humid period is 8

30 0C and 80%relative humidity (Barometer reads 738mm Hg)

while at night just 21 oC (745mmHg). Calculate the percentage

of water in the afternoon air is deposited as dew at night.
Data
Vapour pressure of water at 300C =36.1mmhg
Vapour pressure of water at 210C =17,5mmkg

(b) Summarise the frctors to be considered for the selection of 7
cooling towers.

uNrT-lil

Vll (a) Explain the constructional details and working of Pneumatic 7
dryer.

(b) lt is desired to dry a batch of 500Kg of wet solid from 30% to 9

6% moisture. The rate of drying may be assumed linear in the
entire falling rate period. Calculate the time required for
drying.
Data

Critical moisture content=0.2
Equilibrium moisture content =0.05
Constant rate of drying =1.5119 r1ater/hrm2

Drying surface area --0.26m2/kg dry solids.

OR

Vlll (a) Drawtheneatsketchoftraydryerandmarkitsparts. 6

(b) A batch dryer removes water from a solid at the rate of 9

l5Kg/hr during constant rate period. The critical moisture

content on dry basis is 0.5 and equilibrium moisture content is

0.04 on dry basis.30OKg of dry solid with 200Kg water is

entering the dryer. How long will be the drying take place if
final product contains 0.08Kg of free moisture/Kg of dry solid?
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UNIT-IV

lX (a) The vapour pressure of n-heptane (A) and n-octane (B) are 9

given in the table. Assume that Raoult's law and Dalton's law

can apply. Compute vapour -liquid equilibria at constant

pressure of 101.325KPa and plot the boiling point diagram and

equilibrium diagram.

X (a) lllustrate the boiling point diagram'

(b) The 100 Kmol mixture containing 50 mole% N-heptane and 50 9
' 

mole% N-octane is subjected to differential distillation at

atmospheric pressure to give product containing 60mole% N-

heptane. Compute the composition of the composited

Data given

Temperature
oc

Vapour pressure of
n-heptane KPa

Vapour pressure

of n-octane KPa

98.4 101.325 44.396

105 L25.323 s5.595

110 139.988 64528

115 159.987 74.795

720 179.985 86.659

I25 205.316 101.325

(b) Derive an equation for relative volatility'
OR

distillate and the residue.

X 0.05 U.I o.2 0.3 o.4 0.5

v 0.27 0.42 nq7 0.66 0.72 0.78

7
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